They Killed My Son! (Volume 1)

You must read this shocking true story of how one father uncovered the truth about the
wrongful death of his son, due to “medical errors” caused by doctors. The knowledge which
has been obtained from the actual experience of this “father and author,” has been
accumulated, analyzed, organized, and put into this book to share with the world about the
wrongful death of his son, due to: “medical errors caused by doctors.” This book is suggested
to everyone to read as a revelation to the injuries and deaths that take place every day in
hospitals all across America, due to medical errors caused by doctors; and sometimes nurses.
This book is highly recommended to the following people for the following reason: • Anyone
who had a loved one who has sustained injuries or death due to medical errors: Learn how this
father uncovered the truth and coped with the wrongful death of his son. • Doctors and
Nurses: Learn how the medical errors in this story occurred so that future medical errors can
be prevented. • Lawyers: Learn how the medical errors in this story occurred, so that you may
be able to assist others; in addition, learn about the legal trials and tribulations that were
encountered while this case was being prepared for trial.
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